Seamless and Simple Migration to the Cloud

Move to the cloud with speed and confidence, using the VMware tools and infrastructure you already know.

Applications are the heart of every modern organization. Due to digital transformation, the nature of applications is changing, with a greater demand for innovation. Customers are turning to the cloud to deliver differentiation, accelerate time-to-market and increase scale. The cloud has become the standard approach to building and delivering applications for the modern enterprise.

VMware Cloud can accelerate your migration from the data center to the cloud by delivering consistent infrastructure and operations. With VMware, you can assess workloads and reduce overall costs and risks when migrating to the cloud.

Benefits of migrating to the cloud with VMware Cloud

- Rapidly migrate all workloads from the data center to the cloud with consistent infrastructure.
- Minimize the cost of migration by eliminating application rework.
- Migrate at scale with no downtime, while maintaining application integrity.
- Balance your resources by consolidating your data centers and extending to the cloud.
- Extend security and governance for all applications across clouds, with consistent operations.
- Choose the optimal environment for your applications across thousands of global cloud providers, all built on VMware Cloud Foundation.
Maintain Consistency as You Migrate, Using Proven VMware Tools

No matter where you are on your journey to the cloud, VMware Cloud provides solutions to help you migrate with ease.

Assess your workloads for cloud migration

Understand cost implications, app dependencies and governance models across public and private cloud environments to help plan migration logistics.

Learn how **VMware Cloud** can help.

Create a VMware-based SDDC on AWS

Create a cloud environment built on VMware Cloud Foundation and deploy proven high availability capabilities using stretched clusters with VMware Cloud on AWS.

Learn how **VMware Cloud on AWS** can help.

Migrate workloads to the cloud

Quickly and easily migrate one app, or thousands, to the public cloud.

Learn how **VMware HCX** can help.

Manage your entire app portfolio across hybrid and native public clouds, with consistent infrastructure and consistent operations. **Get started today.**